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spoga+gafa was the central meeting point for the green industry from 19 to 21 June
2022. After the pandemic-related break, as a physical event the trade fair offered a
platform for international exchange and new garden lifestyle products. The latest
developments in outdoor furniture and accessories, garden tools as well as BBQs and
outdoor kitchens were presented. A glance at the current themes and trends for the
next garden season.

"Green" industry: Main focus sustainability

Sustainability remains to be one of the decisive social themes and the garden
industry also takes its "green" origin seriously. Together with its exhibitors, spoga+
gafa 2022 presented solutions for the challenges of the climate change under the
key theme "Sustainable Gardens". For some time already, many industry companies
have been organising their businesses completely or partly CO2 neutral and relying
on resource-friendly production methods. Current innovations confirm this trend.
For example, recycled and recyclable materials have long since become an integral
part of new collections of outdoor furniture, plant pots or garden tools. Films and
other packaging are also increasingly made from reusable waste materials. Insect
hotels, hedgehog houses and flowers for bees keep the garden alive. Furthermore,
sustainable gardeners are offered raw materials such as regionally produced green
compost. There is fire lighter wool made from hemp and charcoal made from waste
wood or sustainably managed forests for "clean" barbecuing.

At home in nature: The garden as a place of retreat

Particularly during the pandemic, the garden gained in significance as a healthy
balance to the everyday routine. Also urban outdoor areas such as the balcony or
roof terrace offer a welcome change of scenery, relaxation or an open air home
office. The new products for the coming garden season underscore this desire for a
natural and cosy place of retreat. Soft-edge design is increasingly spilling over from
indoors to out and is lending garden furniture a rounded, soft or also dynamic design
language. Today armchairs with lush shapes, comfy XXL loungers or seating islands
invite users to relax and enclose them like nests. Natural materials like real wood or
rattan lend the outdoor area an authentic and at the same warm touch. This also
applies for rather cool materials like aluminium or plastic that are available today in
warm, wooden optics. Vertical plant systems and "veggie walls" allow the lush
greening of the open air oasis. The control of the LED lighting of sunshades has been
improved and radiant heaters provide added comfort.
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Today, the open air well-being zone can be effortlessly designed to suit personal
preferences. No limits are set to the creativity. Everything can be harmoniously
combined or charming contrasts can be set. New collections inspire the users to mix
and match. Why not combine the elegant teak table with cool metal stools?
Individual pieces of furniture offer numerous colour and material options and thus a
variety of design alternatives. Modular lounge groups can be compiled at will on
larger surfaces. Flexible plant box systems or plant pots can be combined, their
effect in the room can be tested in advance using digital tools. Fitted with modular
elements, barbecue areas or outdoor kitchens also offer new possibilities of
individual configuration. There are also tailor-made solutions for current sunshades
that can be designed to match the facade of the house or the terrace furniture.
Even the sunshade stand can be individually designed using different decor plates.

Authentic impression: Manual labour is on trend

Gardening is manual labour and thus offers a nice balance to the digitalised living
environment. Hand-crafted items or wickerwork also play a main role in a great deal
of outdoor furniture nowadays. Instead of mass-produced goods, the consumers are
more and more frequently placing their bets on hand-crafted items when furnishing
their open air living-rooms. As true unique samples, hand-made products like
hammocks or woven rope or rattan garden furniture are proving increasingly
popular. Thanks to the use of polyester, modern woven furniture is particularly
weatherproof and very durable. A plastic core ensures that the ropes hardly expand
and can be knotted tightly. The woven structure lends new outdoor stools, armchairs
and sofas a lightweight and soft appearance. Garden furniture made of bamboo or
real solid wood such as brushed teak, sometimes in colonial style, sometimes totally
modern, offer the charm of traditional hand-made items.

Urban look: The city as a source of inspiration

The current design trend for the garden connects indoors with outdoors.
Weatherproof furniture in living-room style can be used inside the house or on the
terrace or balcony. With its attractive design the furniture is ideal for both areas.
The new products are frequently inspired by an urban ambiance. Clear lines and
muted colours radiate urban understatement. Furniture and plant pots in concrete
look reflect the cool atmosphere of global metropolises. Plain-style tables and stools
made of aluminium or chrome-plated metal unite functionality with linear design
and high durability. Cushions and accessories in bright shades and with floral
patterns form a nice contrast to the furniture. Collections that have been especially
developed for the compact dimensions of urban outdoor areas like balconies or roof
terraces harmonise well with the urban look of new garden items.

One for all: In the case of BBQs versatility is demanded

In the barbecue sector, for some time already the development has been towards
more versatility for high-quality appliances. Suppliers have introduced new high-
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class grills to their line-ups or offer upgrades of existing series, which totally satisfy
the wishes of even the most inveterate barbecue fans. Trusted products are
additionally offered as special editions or with special features. Special roasting
aromas are achieved with the heat of new high-performance systems. Those who
don't want to have to decide can opt for a hybrid grill that can be switched over
from gas to charcoal in a jiffy. Under the motto "one for all", highly-versatile
equipment that features variable accessories is in high demand. Exchangeable
inserts enable the same appliance to be used for grilling, baking pizza or frying food
in a wok. Additional accessories range from grill utensil holders through to LED
handle lights. Portable appliances also have extra features nowadays: In the
meantime, there are foldable outdoor kitchens and a camping grill with a fold-out
food preparation table.

More comfort please: Existing items are being further optimised

The more time we spend in the garden, the more comfort we desire for our outdoor
area. The green industry is satisfying this need with high-tech materials and
optimised functions. Fast-drying cushions and particularly durable textiles for
comfortable lounge furniture increase the cosiness of the outdoor seating. The
sunshade and irrigation solutions for the garden or the BBQ temperature can be set
via the smartphone controlled by constantly improved apps. What's more, gardening
appliances are becoming lighter and more flexible all the time. Ergonomic shapes
and soft-grip materials additionally improve the usage, so do "easy fit" systems for
exchanging the accessories. Small accessories are also being constantly improved:
Optimised LED lamps in miniature format encourage plants to grow and the robotic
lawn mower is parked inside the new mini garage. The innovations that were
presented at spoga+gafa for the next garden season are extremely detailed. In new
splendour and offering even more possibilities, the focus will once again be on the
garden.

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the interior, outdoor and design sector:
Koelnmesse is the world’s top trade fair organiser in the fields of interiors,
furnishings, design, home living, garden lifestyle and modern work environments. At
the trade fair grounds in Cologne/Germany, the leading international trade fairs
imm cologne, LivingKitchen®, spoga+gafa and ORGATEC showcase the latest trends,
products and innovations, serving as international, central gatherings for the global
industry. In addition to the events at its Cologne headquarters, Koelnmesse is
strategically expanding its portfolio internationally: The inaugural ORGATEC TOKYO
will be hosted in 2022. It will be the first trade fair in Japan to focus on professional
and hybrid work environments. As the satellite event for imm cologne and ORGATEC,
idd shanghai provides European companies in the premium and luxury segment of
the interior design industry with a unique platform for showcasing exclusive, design-
driven products.
Further information: https://www.spogagafa.com/trade-fair/spoga-gafa/industry-
trade-fairs/

The next events:
ORGATEC TOKYO - The Rise of Hybrid Work, Tokyo 26.04. - 28.04.2023
imm Spring Edition  - The interior business event, Cologne 04.06. - 07.06.2023

https://www.spogagafa.com/trade-fair/spoga-gafa/industry-trade-fairs/
https://www.spogagafa.com/trade-fair/spoga-gafa/industry-trade-fairs/
https://www.spogagafa.com/trade-fair/spoga-gafa/industry-trade-fairs/
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spoga+gafa - The garden trade fair, Cologne 18.06. - 20.06.2023

Note for editorial offices:

spoga+gafa photos are available in our image database on the Internet at www.
spogagafa.com/imagedatabase in the “News” section.
Press information is available at: www.spogagafa.com/pressinformation
If you publish this document, please send us a sample copy or link.

spoga+gafa in the Social Web:

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/spogagafa

Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/spogagafa/

LinkedIN:
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/spoga-gafa
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